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Introduction
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Stuck? Got a question? Email your teacher.

Mr Rifai (Head of Computing) rifaim@turton.uk.com

Miss Davison davisone@turton.uk.com

Miss Pascoe pascoej@turton.uk.com

See the key below to find out what the icons below mean:

Edmodo quiz at the start of next lesson based on your 
homework.
SO MAKE SURE YOU REVISE!

Peer Assessment: Homework marked by your class mate at 
the start of next lesson.
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR HOMEWORK DONE SO YOU 
CAN SWAP WITH ANOTHER PUPIL!

During theme 2, we will continue through the journey of 
Algorithms and Programming. We will begin by revisiting the 
basics of an effective algorithm and use this to develop our 
pseudo code, flowchart and programming skills, focussing on 
the three constructs of:

1. Sequence
2. Selection
3. Iteration

Self Assessment: You will mark your work at the start of 
next lesson.
ENSURE YOU COMPELTE HOMEWORK AS MARKS WILL 
BE COLLECTED IN!



Help Tools for Theme 2 
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Pseudo Code Tools

Flowchart Symbols

Outputs print (“     “)

Variables variablename = value

Inputs variablename = input()

Selection If variablename operator condition then
Else if   ‘’    ‘’    ‘’  then
Else
Endif

Definite
Iteration

For variablename = range

endfor

Indefinite 
Iteration

while variablename operator condition

endwhile

Terminator (Starts / Ends)

Process

Input / Output

Decision
(Selection / Iteration)

Connector



H/W 1: Algorithms
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Due Date:

Total:
____ / 54

WWW: EBI:

Using pseudo code, create an algorithm for logging onto 
Edmodo. You must include inputs/outputs and processes.
Challenge – Can you include iteration?



H/W 2 : Flowcharts
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Due Date:

Total:
____ / 30

14. 0110.

WWW: EBI:

Using last week’s homework, turn your pseudo code 
algorithm into a working flowchart. 
Challenge – Can you include iteration?



H/W 3 : Converting Algorithms
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Due Date:

Total:
____ / 20

WWW: EBI:

Convert the following python program into a flowchart.

Challenge – Can you include a third selection statement for Mr Rifai? 



H/W 4 : Problem Solving Algorithms
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Due Date:

Total:
____ / 20

WWW: EBI:

A maths teachers wants to create an algorithm which converts inches to 
centimetres (* 2.54).
Create an algorithm that:
1. Asks the user to enter the number of inches they want to convert.
2. Converts from inches to centimetres.
3. Outputs the result. 

Challenge – Reverse the algorithm to convert centimetres to inches.



H/W 5 : Problem Solving Algorithms
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Due Date:

Total:
____ / 20

WWW: EBI:

Create a logging in algorithm (pseudo code or flowchart) which:
1. Asks the user to input their password once.
2. Asks the user to input their password again.
3. While the passwords don’t match, ask the user to re enter their details.

Challenge – Can you repeat this for a username algorithm?



H/W 6 : Problem Solving 
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Due Date:

Total:
____ / 20

WWW: EBI:

A baker needs to calculate her ingredients depending on the product she 
makes. Create an algorithm (pseudo or code flowchart) that:
1. Creates 3 variables: eggs, flour, sugar (all set to 0).
2. Asks the user to input the product they are baking.
3. If the product is “cake”: flour = 175,  sugar = 175, eggs = 4
4. Else if the product is “brownie”: flour = 80, sugar = 275, eggs = 3
5. Outputs these ingredients.

Challenge – Use iteration to prevent the program from continuing if they 
enter anything other than brownies or cakes.



Theme 2
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Knowledge Organiser
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